
 

  

Newsletter February 2018 
Words to Inspire 

“One cannot have the vision of God as long as one has these three - shame, hatred and fear.”                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                             --- Sri Ramakrishna 

One night as Kshudiram fell asleep he started dreaming: 

He saw himself offering pindas to his ancestors at the 

holy feet of Lord Gadadhar in the temple. He also saw his 

ancestors in their luminous celestial forms joyfully 

accepting the offerings and blessing him. He saw his 

ancestors standing on both sides of the shrine in a 

reverential attitude with folded hands, praying to a 

luminous Person seated graciously on a beautiful throne. 

He saw that the complexion of this Effulgent One was as 

green as a blade of new grass, and that he was looking at 

Kshudiram affectionately. Smiling, the Effulgent One 

beckoned Kshudiram to draw near. Like an automaton, he 

walked towards the Effulgent One, prostrated before Him 

with overwhelming devotion, and began to praise Him 

with various hymns. The Effulgent One was pleased and 

spoke the following words to him in a sweet, melodious 

voice: “Kshudiram, I am pleased with your sincere 

devotion. I shall incarnate Myself as your son and accept 

the loving service you offer Me in your cottage.” When 

Kshudiram returned home from Gaya, Chandradevi took 

every opportunity to relate to him her visions and 

experiences, and whatever else had happened during his 

absence. One day she told him: “I was standing in front of 

the Yogi Shiva temple and talking with Dhani. Suddenly I 

saw a divine light emanating from the image of Shiva. It 

filled the temple and rushed towards me like a wave. 

Overwhelmed, I was about to tell Dhani about it, but 

suddenly the light engulfed me and entered my body. 

Stupefied with fear and wonder, I fell unconscious. Later, 

when I regained consciousness with Dhani’s help, I told 

her my experience. At first she was amazed; but then she 

said, ‘You had an epileptic fit.’ From then on I have had 

the feeling that the light is still in my womb and that I am 

pregnant. When I mentioned this to Dhani and Prasanna, 

they scolded me and called me foolish, mad, and so on. 

They explained to me that the feeling that I was pregnant 

was either coming from a delusion or hypochondria, and 

they forbade me to disclose it to others. Well, what do 

you think about it? Did I have that vision by God’s grace 

or was it hypochondria? Even now I feel that I am with 

child.” About twelve minutes before dawn, Chandradevi 

felt the first labour pain. Dhani immediately escorted her 

to the shed; and as soon as she lay down, she gave birth to 

a male child. After providing Chandra with the necessary 

help, Dhani turned her attention to the baby. 

But he had disappeared from where she had put him. 

Alarmed, Dhani turned up the flame of the oil lamp and 

searched the hut. She found the baby, who was covered 

with blood and fluid, had slid over the floor and was lying 

in the wood-burning stove, besmeared with ashes. 

Nevertheless, the baby did not cry. Dhani then carefully 

lifted him up, washed him, and saw in the light of the 

lamp a wonderfully handsome child who looked as if he 

were six months old. In the meantime, a few of Chandra’s 

friends including Prasanna and some women of the Laha 

family, had been summoned. When they arrived, Dhani 

told them the good news. At the auspicious and solemn 

moment before sunrise, Kshudiram’s humble, holy 

cottage reverberated with the sound of conch shells 

proclaiming to the world the advent of a great soul. Later, 

some distinguished astrologers studied the time of his 

birth and said to Kshudiram that the child had been born 

during an auspicious arrangement of the planets. 

Astrological science decisively concludes: “Such a person 

will be profoundly religious, highly respected, and will be 

always engaged in virtuous deeds. He will live in a temple 

surrounded by many disciples. He will establish a new 

religious order. He will be renowned all over the world as 

a great soul and will be worshipped by the people as a 

part of Narayana.” Kshudiram’s mind was filled with 

wonder. He realized with gratitude that the divine dream 

he had experienced in Gaya had actually come true. After 

performing the proper birth rites, Kshudiram named the 

child Shambuchandra according to his natal sign. But to 

commemorate his wonderful dream in Gaya, he decided 

to publicly call him Gadadhar.  

From the book ‘SRI RAMAKRISHNA and His Divine 

Play’……..Pg 100-111
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The Glorious Present Moment 
(Excerpted from article by Swami Atmashraddhananda) 

 

The Three Tenses 

Past, present and future—mind moves in three 

tenses or moments of time. Past, present and future, 

in reality, are three modes of thinking. All thinking 

takes place in time. We think of past, reflect over 

what happened, regret or feel elated, sigh at the 

days gone by, mull over the things that occurred. Or 

think of the future—imagining what will happen, 

visualizing ourselves in various situations or with 

people and objects and places, feeling happy or 

anxious about them. Past and future, most of our 

time is spent thinking about them. 

 

What about the present moment? There is a 

fascinating fact about the present moment. While 

everything happens in present and later becomes 

past or will determine future, we hardly pay 

attention to it. The present is a much-neglected 

moment. So busy with past and future we are, 

engulfed with the thoughts of past events or 

building castles about future, that we lose hold over 

the present. Nor do we question this tendency of 

ours. 

One can think of God, or the divinity within, only if 

one frees oneself from the burden of past-future 

combine. Or is it that one should think of the ever-

present reality of divinity in order to be free from 

the past-future combine! 

 

Why This? 

Why are we so attached to these two, leaving aside 

the present moment? The main reason is our 

attachment to sense objects and desires. Our 

ordinary life is a bundle of sensory experiences. We 

eat, drink, sleep, bathe, dress up, walk up, and 

interact with people and so on. But our experiences 

do not end here. They go deep into our minds, 

forging a mental bond, a kind of like and dislike for 

what we experience. Called in Sanskrit Raga and 

Dvesha, like and dislike—or attraction and 

aversion, or feeling attached to the pleasant and 

repulsed with unpleasant—keep us occupied with 

our past and future. The stronger the likes and 

dislikes, the greater is our preoccupation with 

them—recalling the past experiences and seeking or 

fiddling with future possibilities. And greater is the 

suffering. 

 

Man is in search of something—always. Sometimes 

called happiness, sometimes peace, sometimes 

fulfilment, sometimes inner satisfaction, man is in 

constant search of it in various ways. Irrespective of 

what he does for a living or what he has studied or 

not studied, irrespective of all religions, castes, 

climes and countries, it is this happiness that man 

(which includes woman) wants. But such is the 

irony of life that while we seek happiness, we do 

not wish to work for it; we want it to ‘happen’ 

irrespective of what we do or do not do.  

 

But how does ‘true’ happiness come? By obeying 

the universal laws of goodness, love and sacrifice 

for the good of others is what brings lasting 

happiness. Temporary moments of pleasure do not 

bring lasting happiness. True happiness must have a 

lasting source and that source lies in calming and 

controlling the mind. Swami Vivekananda says, 

Man thinks foolishly that he can make himself 

happy, and after years of struggle finds out at last 

that true happiness consists in killing selfishness 

and that no one can make him happy except 

himself. 

 

But why do we, despite knowing this simple fact, 

fail to practice unselfishness! Are we carried away 

by our whims, as it were? Swamiji points out that 

unless we learn the art and the science of self-

control, our desire to be unselfish will only remain 

just a pious wish. All actions, internal and external, 

occur when the mind joins itself to certain centres, 

called the organs. Willingly or unwillingly it is 

drawn to join itself to the centres, and that is why 

people do foolish deeds and feel miserable, which, 

if the mind were under control, they would not do. 

What would be the result of controlling the mind? It 

then would not join itself to the centres of 

perception, and, naturally, feeling and willing 

would be under control. 

So, controlling the mind, or inner centres of 

perception, is what gives us strength and ability to 



 

  

follow the true pursuit of happiness. It frees the 

mind from the slavery of lower tendencies and one 

develops inner strength. But achieving it requires 

inner and outer training. We need to be present in 

the present and take charge of our lives. 

 

Being in the Present 

Being in the present moment is indeed a glorious 

thing to do. For, in Swamiji’s words, ‘We are what 

our thoughts have made us; so take care of what you 

think.’ We need to let go what happened. Regret 

never changes things. We should learn our lessons, 

and learn them well, and move on. 

To be in the present is to be alert and in living in the 

most real reality. Past is a foregone reality and 

future is yet to become real. It is present alone 

which is practically real. So, one must live in the 

present. 

 

There are several aspects of living in the present, 

but let us discuss some of them here: 

1. Being Active and Proactive: Present is the time 

for taking an initiative. We gain nothing by 

regretting over the past. We should accept what has 

happened and move. 

‘How to act’ starts from the present moment. So let 

us live in the present and not just act but have extra 

initiative to do what needs to be done. ‘A journey of 

thousand miles starts from a single step’, said the 

Chinese philosopher Lao Tzu. And that single step 

is always taken in the present moment. 

 

2. Freedom from Anger, Greed— and Anxiety. 

Being angry is to live in past and to be anxious is to 

live in future. One does not become angry with 

something that has not happened or become anxious 

about something which has happened. Anger is 

about past and anxiety is about future. Instead of 

nursing our hurts and complaints in life, we should 

try to heal them and go forward in our life. 

 

3. Bringing Excellence in all that we do. To be 

present in the present is to be undistracted in what 

one does and that is the secret of excellence. We 

must focus on what Swami Vivekananda says, 

"Power of mind arises from control of the forces of 

the body. The idea is to conserve and transform the 

physical energy into mental and spiritual energy. 

Whatever you do, devote your whole mind, heart 

and soul to it." 

 

To bring our meditation or spiritual practices and 

our physical-mundane activities to the same level of 

worship and nobility, we need to live in the present. 

This means making working with concentration a 

habit in life. We should live a life of one-

pointedness.  

 

4. Being Cheerful: Naturally, when we live in the 

present, bereft of the thought of regret and worry, 

we live in a state of inner recollectedness. To be in 

the present moment is essentially to be in a state of 

introspection. We then become less reactive to the 

negative or unpleasant things that anyway are a part 

of life. This means to take life in its stride; a certain 

playful attitude towards life’s events, learning to see 

the lighter side of life. This is a sign of inner 

progress. A pleasurable feeling is the nature of the 

Sattva. Everything is pleasurable to the Sattvika 

man, and when this comes, know that you are 

progressing in Yoga.  

 

Being in the Eternal Present is not to deny the 

reality one is now but in asserting and focussing on 

the Eternal Reality of our being, the deathless, 

painless, indestructible Atman within. This self-

surrender is not a state of inaction but a state of self-

responsibility and not of regret and pain-dwelling. It 

is dwelling on God, and not on the world. Practice 

of living in the present is a form of Vairagya, 

avoiding all distractions and waywardness of mind. 

Vairagya is the only way to freedom.  
(From the archives of the Vedanta Kesari) 

 

To me an Indian is one who has got a Vedantic brain which probes deep and soars high; an Islamic 
body that is vibrant and valiant; a Buddhistic heart overflowing with compassion and kindness and 
Christian limbs of service and sacrifice.        
                                                                                                                                                      ---Swami Vivekananda 



 

  

 
Swami Adbhutananda - Sri Ramakrishna’s greatest miracle 

Recorded by Swami Raghavananda 

The following spiritual talks of Latu Maharaj, addressed to monastic 
aspirants, were found in one of the notebooks of the late Swami 
Raghavananada. Swami Prabhavananda has translated them from 
the original Bengali. Although undated, the conversations probably 
took place in 1915 or 1916 in Benares, where Swami 
Adbhutananda had retired in 1912 to spend the rest of his life. 
Swami Adbhutananda, the first monastic disciple to come to Sri 
Ramakrishna, was born in a very humble family in a village of Bihar. 
When he was still a child he lost both parents. Subsequently he 
found employment as a houseboy with Ramachandra Dutta, the 
great householder-devotee of Sri Ramakrishna, who took him to 
Dakshineswar and introduced him to the Master. At their first 
meeting, Sri Ramakrishna recognized the spiritual potentiality of the 
boy. Within a short time, when Sri Ramakrishna needed an 
attendant, he asked Ramachandra to let the boy stay with him at 
the temple garden. 
Latu (or Leto, as the Master affectionately called him) served Sri 
Ramakrishna with single-minded devotion, and under his guidance 
engaged himself in spiritual disciplines with great earnestness. The 
boy had unusual powers of concentration. One day he was sitting 
on the bank of the Ganges deeply absorbed in meditation. He was 
completely unconscious of the fact that the tide had risen and water 
surrounded him. Sri Ramakrishna arrived on the scene and by 
loudly calling Latu brought his mind down to the normal plane. 
“Latu is Sri Ramakrishna’s greatest miracle.” Swami Vivekananda 
said about his brother-disciple. “Without any education whatsoever, 
he has attained the highest wisdom simply through the Master’s 
touch.” Swami Adbhutananda could not even sign his name. 
However, here was a living proof that true wisdom does not depend 
on book-learning. At one time several young monks came across a 
difficult passage in the Upanishads. They could not understand it, 
although they referred to a number of commentaries. One of them 
later told Swami Prabhavananda, that they went to Swami 
Adbhutananda and asked him for an explanation. As the Swami did 
not know Sanskrit, the boys rephrased the passage in his own 
language. He thought for a moment, and exclaimed, “I’ve got it!” 
With a simple illustration he explained the text, and his questioners 
found wonderful meaning in it.  
Latu Maharaj was unsophisticated, plain-spoken, and very humble. 
It never occurred to him that he was helping others along the 
spiritual path. Whenever he felt that his words might be interpreted 
as if he had taken the teacher’s role, he would rebuke himself. He 
felt that only those who were born with a mission like Swami 
Vivekananda were qualified to make disciples and preach religion. 
But many persons approached him to solve their problems and felt 
drawn to his compassionate and loving personality. 
Once at midnight a man came to Swami Adbhutananda and 
drunkenly insisted that the Swami accept several articles of food so 
that he himself might partake of the leavings as sanctified by a holy 
man. The Swami quietly complied with the request. 
On another occasion Swami Adbhutananda offered his clothes to a 
devotee who came to him drenched with rain. The man felt too 
humble to wear the robes of such a holy personality, but the Swami 

insisted, pointing out that otherwise the devotee, who lived in 
straitened circumstances, might fall ill and lose his job. 
Teachings of Swami Adbhutananda: 
When you transcend the three gunas—the elements such as earth, 
air, water, etc.—they will serve you. Heat and cold, hunger and 
thirst will obey you. Now you are their slave, but at that stage they 
will be under your control. What will then be the state of your mind? 
You will remain indifferent to praise and blame, good and evil, and 
all the opposites of life. You make no distinction, whether a rich man 
or a poor man comes. Now you are a minor; then you will come of 
age. You will be like Trailanga Swami [an Indian holy man]: Nature 
is under his control and serves him. Now there is always the fear 
lest some craving arise in your mind. There is the sense of good, so 
there is the fear of evil. Struggle, and through His grace you will 
attain union with God, though it may take many births. 
First discrimination and dispassion, then comes devotion. You have 
to clear your path by taking recourse to discrimination and 
dispassion. Then you will know what is real and what is unreal. 
When you have strong discrimination and dispassion, evil cannot 
approach you. But if you are weak in these virtues, evil gets hold of 
you. 
Those who wish to practice meditation and japam should eat very 
little in the evening. Holy men keep awake and meditate during the 
night. That is why they eat less in the evening. Don’t fast, but eat a 
little. 
Keep association only with those who have attained God. Avoid the 
company of others. If you try to look equally upon all in the 
beginning of spiritual life, you will become worldly. 
The Master used to say about Swamiji [Swami Vivekananda]: “He 
has nothing that he calls his own. He who calls nothing his own, 
what does he have? He possesses God directly.” What devotion 
Swamiji had to Sri Ramakrishna! One time the Master gave him a 
pair of shoes to wear, but [out of reverence] Swamiji never wore 
them. Others learned devotion from him. 
Swamiji said at one time: “He alone is my refuge. When he [Sri 
Ramakrishna] comes again, I will also have to come.” 
When Swamiji came back from America I hesitated to approach him 
because he had received such worship in the West. Swamiji took 
me by the hand and said: “I am still that same Naren and you are 
that same Leto. What you see is all the will of the Lord. It is the play 
of the Lord’s power.” 
How can worldly people understand and judge spirituality? Keep 
your spiritual moods inside. Humility, and so on, are all in the inner 
attitude.  
God does not look to the caste or lineage of a man. He sees his 
deeds. Dear to him is his devotee. It is the deeds that make a man 
either great or small. 
God’s main teaching is: “O man, call on Me! Love Me! You have no 
other refuge but Me.” Never forget Him, and you will live happily. 
Forget Him, and you will suffer. Always pray that your mind may be 
fixed in Him. 
 
---- From the November-December, 1959, Vedanta and the West.



 

  

 
UPCOMING EVENTS – MARK YOUR CALENDAR 

 

 

REGULAR PROGRAMMES 
 

SCRIPTURE CLASS: Friday Scripture Classes begin at 

7:30 pm, following the regular evening prayer at 6:00 pm. 

The class, held at the centre, is open to all interested 

persons. For details, please see the ‘Calendar of Events’ on 

the next page. 

VIGIL: A vigil consisting of japa and meditation will be 

observed, from 6:00 am to 6:00 pm, for date kindly see 

‘Calendar of Events’, on next page. To participate, please 

call the centre at 416-240-7262. 

RAM NAM: For the date and time of the monthly 

Ramnam, please see the ‘Calendar of Events’ on the next 

page.  

BOOK STORE: The Book Store has re-opened and books 

are available for purchase. 

 

 

DAILY BREAD FOOD BANK: Daily Bread Food Bank 

will be started from October 2017. 

INTERVIEWS/INSTRUCTION: 

Swami Kripamayananda will be happy to give Interviews 

to those interested in knowing more about Vedanta and 

meditation. Individual interviews are also given for 

Spiritual instructions. Appointments for interviews should 

be made in advance with the Swami at 416-240-7262. 

DAILY MEDITATION: Meditation is done at the Centre 

every morning from 6:00 am to 7:00 am.  Devotional 

singing and meditation time in the evenings is from 6:00 

pm to 7:30 pm.  

SOUP KITCHEN: Soup Kitchen has now started at the 

Vedanta Society, please see the ‘Calendar of Events’ on 

the next page for details. 

Event Date & Time 

Ram Navami Mar 25 @ 11am 

Bhakta Milan Apr 14 @ 5pm 

Buddha Jayanti Celebration May 6 @ 11am 

AN APPEAL FOR VOLUNTEERING 
 

Vedanta Society is humbly requesting the devotees to come forward and volunteer time towards maintaining and 
managing the facilities.  
 
Services, to be performed weekly once, involve:  

 Janitorial (cleaning carpets, floors, washrooms, Shrine area, Meditation room, dusting furnitures, etc.)  

 Garbage / Recycling waste (preferably on Wednesday or Thursday every week) 

 Kitchen and dining hall cleaning (cleaning the walls, floor, arrange chairs, table, arrange various utensils in 

correct place, replenish stock) 

 Book-store assistance (arranging the books, helping out with stocks, replenish, inventory check) 

 Library assistance (arranging the books, chairs, calling for book return) 

 Lawn mowing, gardening, watering plants (during summer) 

 Soup Kitchen participation (cutting vegetables, preparing salads and soup, delivering soup to the designated 

places) 

 Vedanta Vidya Mandir activities (clean the ashram after the classes are over) 

If interested in volunteering, kindly send email or contact Abhijit Bhattacharya on 416-569-9401, indicating the 
Services that you are interested in and days you can be available for volunteering.  
Thank You again. 



 

 

  

Vedanta Society of Toronto 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

Minister and Teacher- Swami Kripamayananda, Ramakrishna Order of India 

February 2018 
 

Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat 

     

 

 
  1   

9.30am 
Soup 
Kitchen 

  2   7:30pm 
Scripture Class: 

‘Gospel of Sri 
Ramakrishna’ 

3       9.30am 

Soup Kitchen 

4   11:00am Lecture:  

 ‘Swami Vivekananda 
and the Discovery of 
India’ by Prof V Kumar 
Murty 

1:30pm to 4pm  
Vedanta Vidya 

Mandir 

5 
 

6    
9.30am 
Soup 

Kitchen 

7     
 

8   
9.30am 

Soup 
Kitchen 

9     7:30pm 
Scripture Class: 
‘Gospel of Sri 
Ramakrishna’ 

10    9.30am 

Soup Kitchen 
 

6:00am to 6:00pm 

VIGIL 

11    11:00am 

Lecture: ‘Buddhi Yoga: 

Ancient wisdom for a 
changing society’,  
by Prof. Narendra 
Bakshi 

12    

 

13   
9.30am 
Soup 

Kitchen 

14    
6:30pm 
MAHA 

SHIVARATRI 

15   
9.30am 

Soup 
Kitchen 

16    7:30pm 
Scripture Class: 
‘Vivekachudamani  

17     11am 
BIRTHDAY 

CELEBRATION 

OF SRI 

RAMAKRISHNA 

18   11:00am  

Guided Meditation on 
Sri Ramakrishna 

1:30pm to 4pm  
Vedanta Vidya 

Mandir 

19 20   

 

21 22 

 

23    7:30pm 
Scripture Class: 
‘Vivekachudamani 

24     9.30am 

Soup Kitchen 
 

 

25   11:00am 

Lecture:  
   ‘Chidananda Shiva’ 

5:00pm  

RAMNAM 

26 27  
9.30am 
Soup 

Kitchen 

28    

  
 
 

AN APPEAL FOR DONATION  
Vedanta Society appeals to the devotees and well-wishers to kindly come forward and donate generously, so that 
we can pay-off all loans and build up funds to secure ourselves for our regular operations. Donations are required 
for ongoing maintenance of Ashram, facilities and functions, as well as repayment of interest free loans of $165,000 
from our members in coming years. For those who wish to donate full or part of the loan amount to receive donation 
tax receipt for 2017 may do so by sending email to the Swami <kripamayananda@gmail.com> with cc to Anupam  
<talwar.anupam@yahoo.ca>.** 

mailto:kripamayananda@gmail.com

